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AoSTRACT

As part of LLNL s program on radionuclide migration through fractured

rock, major geologic discontinuities have been mapped and characterized at the

420 m level in the Climax Stock, adjacent to LLNL's Spent Fuel Test. Per-

sistence or continuity of features was the principal sampling criterion, and

ninety major fractures and faults were mapped in the main acLess and tail

drifts. Although the purpose and nature of this study was different from

previous fracture surveys ir. the Climax Stock, the results are generally

consistent in that three predominant fracture sets are identified: NW

Etrike/vertical, ILE strike/vertical, W strike/subhorizontal. The frequency

of r.ajor features in te din access drift is somewhat higher than in the tail

drift. Those mapped i the main access drift are generally braided, stepped,

or en echelon, while those in the tail drift apear to be more distinct and

planar. Several of the fractures in the tail drift lie in the NE/vertical

set, while most form an entirely different set oriented N5E/55NW. Sub-

horizontal fractures were common to both drifts. An area of seepage

associated with some of these low-angle features was mapped in the main access

drift.
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INTRODUCTIO'.

The migration of radionuclides through geologic media is a key issue in

the underground disposal of nuclear wastes. LLNL is conducting a combined

field and laboratory research project to understand the transport character-

istics of fractured granitic rock (Isherwood, et al. 1980). Part of this work

involves circulating radionuclide-spiked groundwater through single natural

fractures at depth, which understandably requires some knowledge of their

geologic and geometric properties. ideally, isolated fractures that can be

intercepted and tested several meters from an entry are sought. A geologic

data base for helping in the selection of experimental sites is provided by

this report.

The field project is located in the Climax Stock at the Nevada Test Site

(Fig. 1), near LLNL's Spent Fuel Test (P.amspott, et al. 1979). Preliminary

hydrologic testing is in progress for several fractures intersecting the main

access drift, and additional sites are being considered in the areas shown in

Fig. 2. Maps of the major discontinuities in these drifts are included in the

report and pertinent geologic information is provided. Some comparison with

previous mapping projects in the Climax Stock is maae.

BACKGROUND

Figure 1 is a generalized geologic map of the Climax Stock and its

surroundings. The geologic setting is a composite stock of Cretaceous age

that.intrudes paleozoic sediments and metasediments. The majority of the

exposed wall rocks are Ordovician limestones and dolomites of the Pogonip

Group. The stock also intrudes the Eleana Formation, a series of argillites,
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limestones, and quartzites of Carboniferous age and the'Cambrian Stirling

Quartzite (Houser and Poole, 1960). The stock and the rocks it intrudes are

overlain by the Tertiary pyroclastic rocks of the Oak Spring Formation. The

stock itself is intruded by numerous aplite and pegmatite dikes.

The Nevada Test Site is in a tectonically active region of normal

faulting. Three major normal faults are located near or adjacent to the

stock. The Boundary Fault borders the stock on the southeast, with its east

side downdropped relative to the west side. The northerly-trending Yucca

Fault is also downdropped on the east side, and may connect with the Boundary

Fault as shown in Fig. 1. The Tippinip Fault strikes north-northeast and is

located approximately 1 km west of the stock. Its west block is downdropped

relative to the east block. The Boundary and the Tippinip faults intersect

southwest of the stock.

The stock consists of two major units; a quartz monzonite and a

granodiorite. From cross-cutting structural relationships, Houser and Poole

(1961) concluded that te quartz monzonite is the younger unit. Though the

textures vary, each of the units is dominated by one textural type. The

quartz monzonite is light to medium gray and porphyritic. The largest

phenocrysts are euhedral orthoclase and vary in size from 2 to 10 cm. They

coilvaonly contain poikilitic inclusions of quartz,'plagioclase, and biotite

(unpublished thin-section data, J. Springer, 1980). Dipyramidal euhedral and

subhedral quartz crystals vary in size from 0.2 to 1.5 cm. The matrix is

plagioclase, quartz, K-feldspar, and biotite'. Plagioclase is euhedral to

anhedral, zoned, and displays polysynthetic twinning. It varies in size from

1/4 to 5 mm. Interstitial quartz is anhedral and less than 1/4 mm across.
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One-quarter to 2 mm K-feldspar is subhedral to euhedral. Biotite occurs as

1/4 to 2 mm flakes within the matrix. Hornblende, sphene, and apatite are

euhedral, less than 1/4 mm, and occur in trace amounts.

The granodiorite is also orphyritic and quite similar to the quartz

monzonite except for the conspicuous absence of the large orthoclase

phenocrysts. Hornblende is more common, though it still represents less than

1% of the rock.

Previous Fracture Mapping

Several different fracture surveys have been conducted in the Climax

Stock. Maldonado (1977) states that three prominent joint sets were mapped by

Houser and Poole (written communication to Maldonado, 1962) with mean

orientations N32W/22NE, 1464W/vertical, and N35E/vertical. He also reports

similar sets found by Ege & Davis (written communication to Malconado, 1964)

at the surface of the Tiny Tot site (Fig. 1). Their orientations are

N62W/20NE, 1I30E/vertical, and N69W/8511E. Figure 3 shows the mean pole

orientations for these six joint sets plotted on an equal-area stereographic

projection.

For the quartz-monzonite portion of the Pile Driver tunnel complex,

Maldonado gives the average orientations of 239 faults, based on unpublished

data by W. L. Emerick (1966). Tnese data are also plotted in Fig. 3, and the

ranges in strike and dip (from Maldonado's Table 10) around the dominant pole

directions are indicated. The diagram shows that most of the mean fault

orientations in the quartz-monzonite, which includes the area of the present

study, are within 250 of the three joint sets cited above. Considering the

usual scatter of poles about a mean, the correlation is fairly strong.

i
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Maldonado also reported three definite joint sets found by Emerick in the

Pile Driver tunnels. The most prominent of these strikes from N30W to 75W.

Based on the fracture map presented by Maldonado, this set is assumed to be

high-angle. Another joint set strikes northeast and dips 45-80 SE. The least

prominent set is subhorizontal (low-angle) with dips in the northeast

quadrant. Again, these three joint sets are generally consistent with the

major sets in Fig. 3.

Detailed fracture mapping has recently been done in the tail drift and

the drifts being used for the Spent Fuel Test (Fig. 2). Preliminary results

have been published by Wilder and Patrick (1980) and Carlson, et al. (1980),

and a more complete report is in preparation. Based on strike frequency

diagrams given by Wilder and Patrick for joints mapped in the tail drift,

boundaries of the principal pole directions are shown by the dashed lines in

Fig. 3. The low-angle joints correlate well with low-angle sets given by

Maldonado. Nearly half of the high-angle joints strike roughly northeast and

dip between 65SE and vertical. About thirteen percent of the high-angle

fractures strike northwest and dip to the northeast. As shown by Fig. 3,

these two joint sets correspond in orientation to the main sets in the Climax

Stock. However, the predominance of northeast-striking joints in the tail

drift is opposite from Maldonado's data, in which the northwest-striking

fractures are'the most numerous. Wilder and Patrick (1980) indicate that this

difference in frequency is probably due to sampling bias caused by the

direction of the tail drift.

The spent fuel test mapping also identified a number of high-angle shear

zones and faults throughout the experiment drifts. Based on a map of these

features in Wilder and Patrick (1980, Fig. 8), we have plotted the

orientations as the open and solid ots in Fig. 3. The general correlation

with aldonado's fault sets is reajily apparent.
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In the preliminary stages of the radionuclide migration project, four

prominent, high-angle fractures were mapped and characterized on the southeast

rib of the main access drift (Isherwood, et al., 1980). Three sets of bore-

holes were drilled to intersect these fractures, and initial flow tests have

been performed on two of the 3 sets of boreholes in preparation for later

radio-nuclide migration experiments. Our mapping includes these four

fractures, and their pole orientations are plotted in Fig. 3. Only one of

these falls into the major joint sets for the stock.

METHODS

The study is concerned with major fractures that could be capable of

conducting appreciable amounts of water. Small discontinuous fractures with

little interconnection and fractures that appear to be induced by mining

activities are omitted; only large-scale, continuous features have been

studied. As criteria for sampling, features with one or more of the following

properties were chosen: (1) fractures that can be traced from the base of

one rib, across the ceiling, and down to the base of the opposite rib; (2)

zones of parallel, braided, stepped, and/or en echelon fractures that can be

traced from the base of one rib, across the ceiling and down to the base of

*the opposite rib; (3) features that are nearly parallel to the drift and can

be traced for a distance of about twice the width of the drift; and (4)

features that appear strong enough to meet one of the first three criteria,

but are truncated by another major feature.

In this report the term "fracture" refers to the broad class of

discontinuities resulting from mechanical failure of the rock, including

cracks, joints, and faults. Fractures that exhibited clear signs of shear

movement, such as slickensiding or offset of other features, are called
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faults. Because shearing was difficult to discern in most instances, the

other major features were simply called "fractures" rather than the more

exclusive term "joints.".

Orientations of fractures were measured according to the procedure given

by Compton (1962). First, a level line of sight along the fracture surface is

measured frbm about 10 feet from the fracture outcrop on the rib, and this is

taken as the strike. The dip is measured along the same level line of sight

from the same location y holding the compass at arm's length, then lining its

edge up with the fracture trace. For low-angle fractures, a clear ink mark

was made on the rock next to the fracture where the level line of sight was

made. Compton suggests that this method is more accurate than the

conventional method of placing.the compass on the fracture surface because the

irregularities on the surface are not measured, plus it is usually easier to

avoid metal objects that deflect the compass needle.

Figure 4 schematically shows how the fractures were projected onto the

floor map. Continuous features were mapped in plan view according to their

intersection with the floor of the drift. Since the floors of the drifts are

not exposed, te intersections were inferred by extrapolating between traces

in the ribs. For fractures that are continuous and well-defined, the

technique is quite reliable; however, it is less reliable for major features

that are truncated, parallel to the drift or otherwise not visible in opposite

ribs. In these cases the traces in the floor must be extrapolated from

outcrops in only one rib or in the roof of the drift. Uncertainty arising

from such measurements or extrapolations were noted in the mapping.

Along the access drift from station 1+10 to station 1+85 water can be

seen seeping from low-angle discontinuities. In order to show the relation of

the wet and dry features in this area, an additional map of part of the

southwest rib was prepared. This appears as section A-A' o the fracture map

which is discussed in the following section.
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(a) Perspective View (b) Plan View

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of mapping technique. Fracture plane
ABCD in (a) strikes NNE and dips steeply to the east.
Its intersection with the drift.is the trace line EFG,
and the mapped representation.of the fracture in plan
view is shown in (b).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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Each mapped discontinuity was labeled in the field and on the map in

o.rder to permit future checking or other use of the results. A short mark of

about 30 cm was nade along each mapped feature with flourpscent spray paint

and a number was written in ink and circled to distinguish it from other

labels on the rock. As previously mentioned, these marks are usually near eye

level, except for certain discontinuous fractures that were only seen in the

roof.

Clearly, sampling is biased in favor of fractures that are continuous and

strike nearly perpendicular to the drifts. Fractures that are oriented

parallel to the drifts are under-representeo. Most of the low angle, fully

healed joints were not mapped because they either did-not intersect the floor,'

or were closed and thus less capable of conducting water. A more detailed

geological or hydrological investigation would need to consider these biases.

RESULTS AND DISCUjSIUr

Results of the mapping are summarized by Fig. 5, which has been reduced

from its original 1:60 scale. In order to provide maps suitable for future

field work, enlargements of the composite portions indicated in Fig. 5 are

given at a scale of 1:120 in Appendix A. A total of ninety features were

sampled in te heater test alcove, access drift, and tail drift; and each is

described in Appendix B according to its assigned number. Fig. 6 is an equal-

area contour diagram of poles to the ninety fractures. Comparing this with

the previous results reported for the Climax Stock in Fig. 3, there is general

agreement in the predominant fracture or fault orientations. There appears to

be some dissimilarity, however, in results for the tail and main access

drifts, which is discussed further below.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~ *
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Main Access Drift

Seventy-nine of the fractures mapped are located in the main access

drift, and an equal-area pole plot of these is ven in Fig. 7. In cases

where a fracture is curved, the average of several different measured

orientations was plotted. The predominant orientation of the fractures in the

access drift is 1450W/9U as indicated by Fig. 6. A somewhat lesser peak within

this clustering is oriented rt25W/85SW. These correspond roughly to the

NW-striking fault and joint sets rported by Maldonado, as well as to some of

the shear zones and joints given by Wilder and Patrick (1980). Typical

mineralization of fractures in the main access drift is mostly calcite, with

some iron oxide and chlorite. The wall rock is sometimes altered to clay.

Tilickness of filling varies widely both on a given tracture and among

fractures, but for single, unsheared features it is typically one to three

miIIimeters.

Seven fault zones within the 115UW/Y set were mapped in the main access

drift, all of which were identified in Maldonado's report. They are typically

composed of many brdided or en echelon fractures, and gouge aterial includes

calcite, clay, and chlorite materials. Widths of the zones range from about

0.3 to 1.0 meter. A reliable direction of shearing could not be etermined

from the observed slickensides, though dip-slip motion is indicated. The wall

rock is generally homogeneous, and because few uther features were observed to

cross these fa : it was difficult to determine the amount of offset along

the faults.

Another prominent grouping in Fig. 6 is oriented 45E/87SE and

corresponds to the NE-striking set of high-angle fractures reported by

Maldonado (1977) and Wilder and Patrick (1980). Two lesser modes occur near

this set at 70E/85SE and NSE/90, however these do not correlate with

previous mappings. Th-oughout most of the area mapped in the main access
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Main Access Drift

Seventy-nine of the fractures mapped are located in the main access

drift, and an equal-area pole plot of these is given in Fig. 7. In cases

where a fracture is curved, the average of several different measured

orientations was plotted. The predominant orientation of the fractures in the

access drift is N5OW/YU dS indicated by Fig. 6. A somewhat lesser peak within

this clustering is oriented N25W/85SW. These correspond roughly to the

NW-striking fault and joint sets reported by Maldonado, as well as to some of

the shear zones and joints given by Wilder and Patrick (1980). Typical

mineralization of fractures in the main access drift is mostly calcite, with

some iron oxide and chlorite. The wall rock is sometimes altered to clay.

Thickness of filling varies widely both on a given fracture and aong

fractures, but for single, unsheared features it is typically one to three

millimeters.

Seven fault zones within the 5UW/90 set were mapped in the main access

drift, all of which were identified in Maldonado's report. They are typically

composed of many braided or en echelon fractures, and gouge material includes

calcite, clay, and chlorite materials. Widths of the zones range from about

.0.3 to 1.0 meter. A reliable direction of shearing could not be determined

from the observed slickensides, though dip-slip motion is indicated. The wall

rock is generally homogeneous, and because few other features were observed to

cross these faults it was difficult to determine the amount of offset along

the faults.

Another prominent grouping in Fig. 6 is oriented N45E/87SE and

corresponds to the NE-striking set of high-angle fractures reported by

Maldonado (1977) and Wilder and Patrick (1980). Two lesser nodes occur near

this set at 10E/85SE and Nl5E/90, however these do not correlate with

previous mappings. Throughout most of the area mapped in the main access
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Fig. 7. Lower hemisphere Schmidt plot of poles
to fractures mapped in the main access
drift. Numbers correspond to features
on base map; those underlined indicate
average measurements on curved surfaces.

. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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drift these fractures can be observed striking nearly parallel to the drift.

Clearly, the sampling is geometrically biased against them, plus it is

difficult to accurately measure orientations when the traces are in the roof

of the tunnel. For the most part, fractures of this set were found to be

quite variable in orientation (wavy) and discontinuous, which was not strictly

in accordance with our sampling criteria. Therefore, a more detailed mapping

effort in this area probably would yield a stronger clustering in Fig. 6.

A third set of discontinuities was observed in the access drift with a

mean orientation of N35W/25rNE. This sub-horizontal set is apparently

pervasive in the Climax Stock, according to the data in Fig. 3. Most of these

features are planar and healed by quartz up to 10 mm thick. They typically

contain pyrite in either continuous veinlets or discontinuous stringers. As

sketched in Fiy. 8, they tend to break or be open where the pyrite is

continuous. Some of these low-angle fractures in the vicinity of Sta. 1+50

(Section A-A' of Fig. 5) are apparently open and seeping groundwater.

Collection of groundwater in this area is in progress as part of the

geochemical characterization task (Isherwood, et al., 1980). An additional

low-angle fracture with an orientation of 38E/52NW and several high-angle

fractures are also seeping water; however, it is not clear which of these

features is ttte dominant flow path.

In many places, the northeast-dipping, low-angle features are observe to

truncate high angle fractures.. Examples of this can be found in the rib map

(Section AA') of Fig. 5. Evidence of faulting along the low-angle fractures

is absent, and therefore would be an unlikely cause for the truncation. Our

tentative explanation is that the low-angle discontinuities, either open or

healed at tile time, effectively blocked the propagation of the later

high-angle fractures. Our data on such a relationship is indeed limited, and

further detailed mapping would be needed to substantiate this explanation.
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Fig. 8. (a) Low-angle healed fracture with discontinuous pyrite
stringers. (b) Low-angle healed fracture with pyrite as
a continuous layer. Open breaks or fissures tend to be
along the continuous portions of the pyrite.
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Tail Drift

Far fewer major frdctures were found in the tail drift than in the main

access drift. Only eleven were identified over a distance of about 30 meters

(frequency 0.37 fracture/m), whereas the main access drift yielded a

frequency of 79/85 m = 0.93 fracture/m. Three of the major fractures fall

into the W-striking, high-angle set, and one belongs to the low-angle

NE-dipping set of the Stock (Fig. 9). The remaining seven fractures have a

mean orientation of about N5E/50NW, which lies outside the major NE-striking

set described earlier. However, Wilder and Patrick (1980) report the latter

as the dominant joint orientation in the tail drift, which would indicate that

none of those joints apparently met the continuity or persistence criteria for

our ma~Ping. Orientation of the drift with respect to the NE-striking set

would be of lesser importance in causing this bias.

The nature of the major NE-striking fractures in the tail drift appears

to be somewhat different than that noted in the access drift. Their traces

are typically more planar; and although te mineralization is similar

(calcite, iron oxides, and chlorite), it is somewhat thicker at 5 to 20 mm.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In terms of potential fracture sites for radionuclide migration tests,

several areas appear promising. First, in the main access drift there are

several features near the heater test drift that could probably be intercepted

at some suitable distance from the drift by horizontal boreholes. As members

of the main set (N5OW/90) in the drift, at least four fractures could be

intersected by a pair of 8 m boreholes. On the base map these are numbered 1
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Fig. 9. Lower hemisphere Schmidt plot of poles
to fractures mapped in the tail drift.
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through 4. (They should not be confused with fractures currently being

studied in the adiunuclide Migration Program.) Also in this area, a major

low-angle, water bearing fracture (number 5) coula be intercepted with a

slant-drilled borehole. This would provide an opportunity to develop testing

capabilities for non-vertical fractures, if the need arises in tho future.

A second pair of candidate fractures is in the tail drift, oriented

N50E/vertical. These fractures may be more conductive than desirable for the

migration experiments; however, the relatively few number of major inter-

secting fractures in the drift makes this area attractive for single-fracture

-flow studies. -

We would recnnmend that the major fault zones in the access drift near

stations 1+35, 1+80, 2+30, 2+60, and 3+65 be avoided for the type of single-

fracture work under the current work plan. However, faults are very important

hydrologic features and these would be excellent sites for studying flow

through them. In terms of an underground repository of nuclear waste, highly

fractured zones will require special attention when encountered, and

development of techniques for characterizing their transport properties could

be accomplished in the Climax Stock.
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APPENDIX A - ENLARGEU FRACTURE MAPS FROM FIG. 4
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TYPE OF
ORIENTATION DISCONTINUITY MINERAUZATION

T~~~~~~YE
NO. -. . .N0 T E

3~~~~~~~C l+ tl36 I 6S X X -

ON4I 0 M 0 n l a SW REMARKS
MAP STATIN Ej z Fe O60 1-m rnv C17 . Z C) Z PmPyrils 3 

Ifl ~~~~~~~~~ Kz Chlorlie ii
m r AxClay

_~~ . .

1 2597 N72W %90 2-1 X X CF 2-3

0+99 N70W .90 2-15 X C,F 2-3

3 1+04 1136E 86SE X X CF 1-2

4 1+06 N19W 30 X 84SW eX X CF 2-5

5 1+14 1138E 52NW X X C 2-3 Seepage SE rib

6 1+22 1161' 79SE 20-30 X C 1-3

7 1+10 .16W 84NE X X C 2-3

8 1.25 ?h'.i -'90 X X C,F 1-2 Strike uncertain

9 1+25 NCiE '.90 ___ X X1 C,F 1-2 Strike uncertai

10 1+35 N.19W -.90 30 X C 1-2 Shear zone

11 1+4 22W %'90 X X C 1-2 Splay off 10

12 11-30 1442W. 87,NE X X C 1-2 Obscure trace

13 1+31 N34W 22NE X X C 1-5 Partly healed; Qt
14 1+34 tJ52W 83NE 5-10 X C.F 1-3
i5 1+43 I42W 90 = 10 X C.I .-iO Unaltered Biotite
lf6 l'.16 N6fii .90 X X _ C 1-3

17 1.+54 N hi'W 83SW x X C - Healed
13 1+55 -S pdl'. X X C.F 1-3

! ; 1+10 N29W -90 1-5 X C 1-3

2!) 111 N23W .90 X X C 1-5 Splay in NW rib

Z1 1+74 1137W a2SW X X C.F 1-3

22 1+74 146W 26NE X X. C.F 1-5 Truncates others

23 1+76 1429W 74SW I X X CA 50-10C Gouge zone

24 1+77 1124W 83SW X X CA 50-10C Gouge zone

25 1+79 130W 83SW _ X X is C.F.A 20-50 Gouge zone

26 1+82 N31W 26UE X X C. 1-5 0tz

.2..... 1±.&L.. f L 84SW . . - .4SW X .F.A 10-50 Gouge zone
23 1+91 N27W 88SW X ._. CF 2-10+

?9 1+97 N36W 84SW =___ 10-50 CFA 5-30 Some gouge

31) 2+02 N42E 855E X X F 1-2 Strike uncertain

31. 2+04 N46W -.90 2-3 X C F 2-3

3 210 N67E 81SE 2-5 X CF 1-5 Strike uncertain
33 2+07 I47W -.90 X X CF 1-2

34 2+11 tH35W 87SW 10-15 X CFA 10-20 Gouge zone
35 2-12 11314 87SW X1-2 C 1-2
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ORIENTATION
TYPE OF

DISCONTINUITY M INERAUZATI ON

NO.
ON -

MAP
APPROX.
STATI O N

OW (

mm 3
(ft

0

rnl
cn
C-

:-

or
m

N
0

0 i
0a
ZI1

-40a

0

TYPE(S)
CCalcife
F: Fs Ox.
P Pyre
K ChOrite
As Cloy

-1:!

3 AZ
Zn
rn
n
n

REMARKS

36 2+16 N46W -.90 5-30J X C,F,A' 10-30 Some gouge

37 2+23 N42W 80W X CK,A Fault zone

2+25 N51W -.90 __=-_ 2+23 to 231

2+30 N55W 85SW _

n_______ 2+37 h W °,6 SW ,

38 2+37 N37 261E X X C,F 2-3 Partly healed; Qtz

39 2+42 J5 214 .90 X X C,A 1-20 Gouge

40 1265 N63 9v0 X X -C,F 10-20

41 2+36 :U65E -.90 = 5-10_ X C 2-3

42 2+51 125E %90 5-20 X C,F 1-5 Irrcg. zone

43 2+51 fl7SW '.90 10-50 X C,F I

44 '12+61 '84W 84SW 100 X C,F 1-10 Fault zone

45 2+65 N12E %90 X X CF 1-2

46 2+74 N52W -.90 X X CF 1-10 Splay off 47

47 2+75 N76E 83NW 1-5 X C,F,A 20 ' Gouge zone

48 2+69 N62W ,.9o X _ X C,F 2-3

49 2t72 Nl9E :-NW 5-10 X C 2-3

So 2+77 N40W ;:NE _ X C.F 1-5 Splay off 47

. 2+80 N78E 85SE _ X X C,F 1-2 __

52 3+40 NOSE 84NW 5-30 X C,F 2-3 FR. i *f previous

", ' N02E 75SE m _ _apping

53 3+41 N48E 69NW X I X C

54 3+45 104W '69SW 10 X C 1-2 Orient. varies

55 3+44 N71E 76SE X X C 1-3 Strike uncert.

56 3+48 N74E 81SE _ X X C 1-2 Strike uncert.

_3+51 I 6 SE _ = C 1-3

;A I i.8 n F3Al. 3i5dWI . -X C.F -. 1 3 Orient. varies

59 3+50 N75E %90 X X C 1-3

60 3+55 N38W 86SW X X - C,F Orient.uncert.

61 3+57 N 78 Er " .90 X X CIFA 5-10 Gouge

02 0+23(HD N68W BONE X X c 1-S _

63 0+30(HD N30E .90 X X C 1-3

64 1+85(TD N155W -.90 - 1-2 X = 1-5 Some quartz

65 1+98(TD N43W 83SW , 3-5 X K,F 2-5

66 1-97(TD 1130W 90 X X
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TYPE OF
ORIENTATION DISCONTINUITY MINERAUZATION

NO. -v~~~~~~ .~~~ TYPE(S)

ON APPROX. m a M C I REMAR 
MAP STATI0N r F's XF _O a B

rn m M 4 KxChlorlte m~
P I r'. ArClay (A

67 2+01 (T D N16E 52NW X X C ".I 67-69 truncated

68 2+04(TD) 1112E 54NW X - - X C '.1 BY 65

69 2+05(TD 1107E 5ONW X - _ X C

70 2+04(TD N37W 19NE X - C 5 *Qtz
71 2+13(TD N04E 53NW X C I

72 2+27(TD t02E 6ONW X_ C 1

73 2+40(TD) N14E 76NW 1-5 C 1-2

74 2+40(TD N35E 78NW 5-11 XI C 1-2 Dip varies + 10

75 2+84 N32W 75SW 10-2t XI CP 1-3 Orient. uncert.

2+73 N20W 835W I Orient. uncert.

76 2+87 N87W ~-90 2-5 C,F 1-2
77 2+90 E-W 81S X C 2,3 Fr. #4 of previou!

.______ ______ ___ _ mapping

*78 2+91 N87E -90 2-5 CF 1-2

79 2+94 N88E i.90 X _ CF 1
80 2+96 N75E %90 X _ CF 1-2

81 3+05 tJ82E 84QIW X X CF 1-2 Fr. 03 of previou

o_ N86E ,90 = __ __=_|_ mapping

82 3+11 N21E '.90 X CF 2-3

83 3+08 tl41E .90 X . CF 2-3 Orient. varies

84 3+18 N64W 815W X CFA 1-3 Fr. 2 of previou

_______ ________ _______ mapping

85 3+24 N60W 26NE X K,P 3-5 Healed, quartz

86 3+15 N67E ,90 X . C,F 1-2

87 3+23 N10E %90 20-3C-3 C 1 Strike uncertain

8 42+ N42E 85SE 2-5 _ C.F 1-5 Strike uncertain

8 17 _ _ = _ _ _ C 1-2 bip uncet

90 3+66 N8OW -. 9O X. CFA _ Major fault;

3+69 N83W '.90 _ _ some serpentine
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